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Notes

We list here sources for all quotations for which the date of the entry is not provided in the text of The Root of Roots. References cited in these notes (e.g., "Trouillot 2002") are listed in full at the bottom of the document.

The diaries that Melville Herskovits kept while in Suriname are relatively detailed and personal; his ethnographic notes are often included in them, though he also kept some separate notebooks with interview data. Frances Herskovits kept diaries with personal comments only for the beginning of the 1928 summer. Her written materials, which far outweigh those of her husband, are dominated by folktale and other transcriptions in Sranan-tongo but also include ethnographic notes, some from Saramaka but most from her research with Creoles in Paramaribo.

Abbreviations:
FSH D = Frances Herskovits' diaries, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York Public Library, Melville J. and Frances S. Herskovits Papers.
MJH D = Melville Herskovits' diaries, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New
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42. "romantic relativism"... Jackson 1986:121.
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44. "my best informant"... MJH to F. van Haaren (the colonial secretary), letter of 5/13/29.
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44. "He knows the culture"... MJH to Reverend Burkhardt, letter of 10/1/28.
44. "once in a technical article on social organization"... Herskovits 1930b.
45. "there was a Catholic priest"... MJH D 7/24/28.
46. "It is a sort of ethnological Paradise"... MJH to Kahn, letter of 12/6/27.
49. "The two new boils that developed were ripening"... MJH D 8/1/28.
49. "the thrill of my life"... MJH D 7/10/28.
49. "If I could take a good piano"... FSH D 7/24/28.
49. "It will be nearly impossible to study Bush negroes"... Van Panhuys to MJH, letter of 4/28/28.
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55. "[Kahn] must be good and lonesome by now"... MJH D 7/19/28.
55. "alone in the interior"... MJH D 8/2/29.
55. "got a good scare"... MJH D 7/26/28.
56. "We sat and talked until half-past ten"... MJH D 7/26/28.
57. "the true, true Saramacca country"... RD:170.
"If they're afraid of what we learned" ... MJH D 8/2/29.
"childish or kiddish attitude" ... Kahn to MJH, letter of 11/27/28.
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"I am increasingly confident ... and more." ... MJH D 7/8/28, 7/28/28, 8/2/28.
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"I suppose we came thru all right" ... MJH D 7/27/29.
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"both imagine that most of the people" ... MJH D 8/10/29.
"I'm sure if they knew" ... MJH D 8/3/29.
"I am hoping" ... MJH to van Panhuys, letter of 5/28/29.
"I don't know how many kilos" ... MJH D 7/28/29.
"the clipped, rapid 'deep-Saramacca' speech ... informally to one another" ... RD:271.
"When the Bush Negroes converse with outsiders" ... Kahn 1931:33-34.
"As a result we ate cold food" ... MJH D 8/1/29.
"wondered if he was to be paid" ... MJH D 7/19/28.
"They're so damned round about" ... MJH D 7/19/28.
"Djukas appeared with their favorite phrase" ... MJH D 7/26/28.
"I went out and got ... and save me much." ... MJH D 8/3/28, 8/4/28.
"Lalani said ... I shall not pay" ... MJH D 7/20/29, 7/21/29, 7/22/29, 7/23/29, 7/25/29, 8/2/29.
"we started, and talked" ... MJH D 8/3/29.
"MJH complained about Rogalli" ... MJH D 8/3/28.
"[Jacoba] has a tendency" ... MJH D 7/10/29.
"We won't have many more days" ... MJH D 7/23/29.
"Schloss and Jacoba made me furious" ... MJH D 8/7/29.
"obviously very friendly" ... MJH D 7/26/29.
"We had a very unpleasant incident" ... MJH D 7/28/29.
"Wolff has been marvellous" ... MJH D 7/29/29.
"We're here for 9 or 10 days" ... MJH D 7/30/29.
"When we found Jacoba" ... MJH D 8/1/29.
"I was about to test the [wax-cylinder] reproducer" ... MJH D 8/2/29.
77. "From the family plots" ... Trouillot 2002:191.
77. "the miracle of creolization" ... Trouillot 2002:189.
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78. "Some younger, 'postcolonial' scholars" ... See, for example, Scott 1991, 1999.
79. "Africa-centrists" ... See, for example, Lovejoy 1997.
79. "creation theorists" ... See, for example, Alleyne 1988:23.
82. "the classic period of Anthropology" ... Stocking 1992:357.
84. "The career of Ruth Landes" ... See, for example, Cole 1995 and subsequent writings. (See also Gomes da Cunha n.d.)
84. "Her reward for a book" ... J. Lorand Matory adds to the list of sins for which Herskovits (and his Brazilian colleague Arthur Ramos) punished her the fact that she revealed to a North American public (the open secret of) "passive" male homosexuality in the Candomblé priesthood (2004).
85. "any given culture" ... Herskovits 1925b:60.
85. MJH's hand-drawn map is in the Schomburg collection, box 7, folder 27.
85. "We hope to be" ... MJH to Wolff, letter of 1/13/31.
86. "Robert Farris Thompson's Flash of the Spirit" ... see S. Price 2004.
86. "It is difficult to imagine"... Mintz 1990:xviii.
87. "Fandya continued to urge our staying" ... RD:90.
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